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The Goal of Language Understanding
Outline:
1. Problems and challenges (goal.pdf)
2. Psycholinguistics and neuroscience (goal2.pdf)
3. Semantics of natural languages
4. Wittgenstein’s early and later philosophy (goal4.pdf)
5. Dynamics of language and reasoning (goal5.pdf)
6. Analogy and case-based reasoning (goal 6.pdf)
7. Learning by reading (goal7.pdf)
Each chapter is in a separate file. Later chapters make occasional references to
earlier chapters, but they can be read independently.
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3. Semantics of Natural Languages
Human language is based on the way people think about
everything they see, hear, feel, and do.
And thinking is intimately integrated with perception and action.
The semantics and pragmatics of a language are
●

Situated in time and space,

●

Distributed in the brains of every speaker of the language,

●

●

Dynamically generated and interpreted in terms of a constantly
developing and changing context,
Embodied and supported by the sensory and motor organs.

These points summarize current views by psycholinguists.
Philosophers and logicians have debated other issues:
●

NL as a formal logic; a sharp dichotomy between NL and logic;
a continuum between NL and logic.
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Relating Language to Perception

Vandeloise drew diagrams to explain spatial terms in French.
For most words, dictionaries list many meanings.
But the number of possible meanings is open ended.
Even the claim of a core literal meaning is doubtful.
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Diagrams adapted from Vandeloise (1986)

Effect of Orientation

For a tree, any side could be could be considered the front.
But a cannon has distinct front, back, and sides.
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Effect of Motion

For stationary objects, such as trees, the speaker’s viewpoint
determines the choice of preposition.
For moving objects, their relative position is more significant.
But objects like snails and turtles, which move very slowly, are
treated like stationary objects (unless their motion is relevant).
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Effect of Function

The French preposition dans or the English in normally links
something to a container.
The primary function of a bowl is to serve as a container.
That function is more relevant than the question whether the
bowl actually encloses the pear.
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Effect of Background Knowledge

A cage is sometimes used to enclose a bird.
But a cage is an unlikely container for a knife.
Normal comment: “The knife is to the right of the cage.”
To say “The knife is outside the cage” implies that there is some
reason why it might have been in the cage.
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What is a Chair?

An egg-yolk diagram puts typical examples in the yolk and less common
variants in the egg white. (Lehmann & Cohn 1994)
Boundaries resemble the level cuts of fuzzy set theory: the fuzzy value 0.9
could be the boundary for the yolk, and 0.7 for the egg white.
But the reasons for the variations are more significant than the numbers.
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Is it a Chair? Art? Humor? Fantasy?

Whatever it is, we call it a chair.
Claw and Ball Chair by Jake Cress. At the Smithsonian Renwick Gallery.
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What is a Number?

Concepts in science and mathematics grow and change.
Consider the evolution in the basic terms of physics during the past
century: mass, energy, force, momentum, space, time, gravity, light, heat.
Engineers often use different definitions of those terms for different
components of the same system.
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Relating Actions and Descriptions
Vagueness, fuzziness, and ambiguities are inevitable:
No discrete set of words can precisely describe a continuous world.
●
For any task, actions flow from one step to another with no breaks
between the steps described by separate verbs.
●
Observers emphasize different aspects of a task, describe them at
varying levels of detail, and omit anything they consider “obvious” .
●

Two simple tasks in the domain of cooking:
Making pancakes: Specify each step in a knowledge representation.
●
Preparing a carrot: Relate a video to a sequence of KR statements.
●

In each case, the KR is a pale reflection of the physical process:
A computer system might answer some questions from the KR.
●
A human cook would use non-linguistic habits to fill in the details.
● But no human or robot who was unfamiliar with cooking methods
could successfully perform the task from the information in the KR.
●
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Making Pancakes

J. Malmaud, E. J. Wagner, N. Chang, K. Murphy (2014) Cooking with semantics, ACL 2014 Workshop on
Semantic Parsing (SP14), http://sp14.ws/pub/mwcm-sp14-2014.pdf

Preparing a Carrot

M. Regneri, M. Rohrbach, D. Wetzel, S. Thater, B. Schiele, & M. Pinkal (2013) Grounding action descriptions in
videos, Transactions of the ACL 1, 25-36. http://www.transacl.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/paper25.pdf

Microsenses
The linguist Allen Cruse coined the term microsense for a
specialized sense of a word in a particular application.
Examples of microsenses:
●

Spatial terms in different situations and points of view.

●

The many kinds of chairs or numbers in the egg whites.

●

●

●

Methods of frying, baking, or slicing vary with the ingredients,
the ethnic cuisine, the cook’s training, and the available utensils.
Computer science requires precise definitions, but the meanings
change whenever programs are revised or extended.
Consider the term file system in Unix, Apple OS X, Microsoft
Windows, and IBM mainframes.

No finite set of words can have a fixed, precise set of mappings
to a dynamically changing world.
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Using Background Knowledge
People resolve ambiguities and choose the correct microsenses
by retrieving background knowledge about the options.
Choosing the microsense: My dog bit the visitor’s ear.
●

●

From knowledge about the size of dogs, one would assume it was more
likely to be a doberman than a dachshund.
But if one knew the visitor was in the habit of bending over to pet a dog,
it might even be a chihuahua.

Resolving an ambiguous parse: The chicken is ready to eat.
●

●

●

From knowledge about typical food, one would assume the chicken had
been cooked and prepared as a meal.
If the word chicken were replaced with dog, one might assume the dog
was begging for food.
But people in different cultures may make different assumptions.

The many microsenses and the dependence on background
knowledge require highly flexible methods of reasoning.
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“I don’t believe in word senses.”
The title is a quotation by the lexicographer Sue Atkins, who
devoted her career to writing and analyzing word definitions.
In an article with that title,* Adam Kilgarriff observed that
●

●

●

●

●
●

“A task-independent set of word senses for a language is not a
coherent concept.”
The basic units of meaning are not the word senses, but the actual
“occurrences of a word in context.”
“There is no reason to expect the same set of word senses to be
relevant for different tasks.”
“The set of senses defined by a dictionary may or may not match
the set that is relevant for an NLP application.”
Professional lexicographers are well aware of these issues.
The senses they select for a dictionary entry are based on editorial
policy and assumptions about the readers’ expectations.

* See http://www.kilgarriff.co.uk/Publications/1997-K-CHum-believe.pdf
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Evolution of Grammar
Grammatical forms – both inflections and phrase patterns – are
as ambiguous as words and have just as many microsenses.
Study by Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca (1994):
●
●

●

●

Analysis of 76 languages from every major language group in the world.
Grammar evolves from frequently occurring semantic patterns that
become stylized and generalized to express a useful distinction.
Over time, sound changes simplify the forms, they acquire too many
microsenses, and they become too ambiguous to be useful.
New patterns evolve to make more precise distinctions.

Example: be going to as a marker of future tense.
●

Originally expressing motion toward a goal: She’s going to Boston.

●

Adding a verb to qualify the motion: She’s going to drive to Boston.

●

Generalizing to an abstract goal: She’s going to write a book.

●

Simplifying and overgeneralizing: She’s gonna have a baby.
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Evolution of Logic
At age 3, Laura correctly used the logic words of English, but it’s
unlikely that she mapped them to and from a formal logic.
How does logic develop in a child or in the species?
●
Languages have words like and, or, not, if, some, and every.
But those words have as many context-dependent microsenses
as any other words or grammatical forms.
●
That multiplicity rules out a unique “natural logic” or “language
of thought” with strict rules of inference.
●
Instead, logics are like “games” that develop in the same way as
games like chess and bridge or any version of mathematics.
● But logics have strong similarities to language.
●

How could logic be supported by the same mechanisms of
perception and action as language?
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Reasoning
Based on the same kinds of pattern matching as perception:
Associative access by matching images and patterns.
● Approximate matches for analogies and metaphors in RH.
● Precise, detailed pattern matches in LH.
●

Analogies can support informal case-based reasoning:
Long-term memory stores large numbers of previous experiences.
● Any new case can be matched to similar cases in LTM.
● Close matches suggest likely outcomes or features of the new case.
●

Logic is based on a disciplined application of analogy:
Induction: Generalize multiple cases to create rules or axioms.
● Deduction: Match (unify) a new case with part of some rule or axiom.
● Abduction: Form a hypothesis based on aspects of similar cases.
●

But the proof procedures of predicate calculus are not consistent
with the evidence from psychology and neuroscience.
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“A Moving Picture of Thought”
A brilliant discovery by Charles Sanders Peirce:
In 1885, Peirce published the algebraic notation for predicate calculus.
● In 1897, he invented existential graphs (EGs) as an equivalent notation.
● EG logic has no variables, no substitutions, and no transformations.
● Peirce claimed that EG rules generate “a moving picture of thought.”
● The psychologist Philip Johnson-Laird (2002) agreed: EGs with Peirce’s
rules of inference are a good candidate for a realistic neural theory.
●

EG extensions to the networks proposed by Sydney Lamb:
A mechanism for treating any graph or subgraph as a single chunk.
● Inhibitory links for negating any chunk.
● Graphs with negated chunks can represent full first-order logic.
●

Neural mechanisms for supporting Peirce’s rules of inference:
Analogies for matching graphs and subgraphs.
● Some mechanism for inserting, erasing, or inhibiting links and chunks.
●
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Existential Graphs Without Negation

A simple version of logic that can represent the content of many
graphical notations, including RDF, Concept Maps, and Topic Maps.
This example by Peirce can be translated to the following formula:
xyz(isaStagirite(x) ∧ teaches(x,y) ∧ isaMacedonian(y) ∧
conquersTheWorld(y) ∧ isaDiscipleOf(x,z) ∧ isanOpponentOf(x,z)
∧ isaPhilosopherAdmiredByChurchFathers(z)).
To represent negation, networks such as Lamb’s could use the neural
mechanism of inhibition to deny any graph or subgraph.
See Peirce’s tutorial on EGs: http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/egtut.pdf
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EGs With Negation Support Full FOL
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Applying Peirce’s Rules to English
Peirce defined rules of inference for EGs that depend only on erasing
or inserting graphs in positive or negative areas.
With minor modifications, Peirce’s rules can be adapted to any
notation for logic – even to natural languages.
Three pairs of rules insert (i) or erase (e) a graph or phrase:
1. Generalize/Specialize. Any phrase may be replaced by a more general
phrase in a positive area or by a more specialized phrase in a negative area.
2. Iterate/Deiterate. Any phrase may be iterated (copied) in the same area or
any nested area; any phrase that could have been iterated may be erased.
3. Double negation. A double negation (nest of two ovals with nothing
between the inner and outer oval) may be inserted or erased in any area.

These rules are sound and complete for first-order logic.
They are sound and complete for a controlled subset of English that
can be translated to FOL.
For unrestricted NLs, there are many qualifications and exceptions.
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Peirce’s Rules Applied to English
Use shaded ovals to
mark the positive and
negative areas of each
sentence.
Rule 1i specializes 'cat'
to 'cat in the house'.
Rule 1e generalizes
'carnivore' to 'animal'.

This method of reasoning is sound for sentences that can be
mapped to a formal logic. It can also be used on propositional
parts of sentences that contain some nonlogical features.
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A Multi-Step Proof
Use shaded ovals to mark the
positive and negative areas.
Rule 1i specializes 'a cat' to 'Yojo',
and Rule 2i iterates 'Yojo' to replace
the pronoun 'it'.
Rule 2e deiterates the nested copy
of the sentence 'Yojo is on a mat'.
As a result, there is nothing left
between the inner and outer
negation of the if-then nest.
Finally, Rule 3e erases the double
negation to derive the conclusion.
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Psychological Issues
Endorsement by the psychologist Philip Johnson-Laird (2002):
“Peirce’s existential graphs... establish the feasibility of a
diagrammatic system of reasoning equivalent to the first-order
predicate calculus.”
“They anticipate the theory of mental models in many respects,
including their iconic and symbolic components, their eschewal
of variables, and their fundamental operations of insertion and
deletion.”
“Much is known about the psychology of reasoning... But we still
lack a comprehensive account of how individuals represent
multiply-quantified assertions, and so the graphs may provide
a guide to the future development of psychological theory.”

He wrote a book and many research papers on mental models.
His comments on that topic are significant, especially in
combination with the other properties of the graphs.
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Reasoning with Mental Models
From Damasio and other neuroscientists:
●

●

●

Mental models are patterns in the sensory projection areas that
resemble patterns generated during perception.
But the stimuli that generate mental models come from the frontal
lobes, not from sensory input.
The content of the mental models is generated by assembling
fragments of earlier perceptions in novel combinations.

From suggestions by Johnson-Laird:
●

●

●

The nodes of an existential graph could represent images or
fragments of images from long-term memory.
The connecting lines of an EG would show how those fragments
are assembled to form a mental model.
The logical features of EGs could be used to represent rules and
constraints for reasoning about those models.
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Philosophical Issues
Immanuel Kant:
“Since the synthesis of empirical concepts is not arbitrary but based on
experience, and as such can never be complete (for in experience ever new
characteristics of the concept can be discovered), empirical concepts cannot
be defined. Thus only arbitrarily made concepts can be defined synthetically...
This is the case with mathematicians.”

Charles Sanders Peirce:
“It is easy to speak with precision upon a general theme. Only, one must
commonly surrender all ambition to be certain. It is equally easy to be certain.
One has only to be sufficiently vague. It is not so difficult to be pretty precise
and fairly certain at once about a very narrow subject..”

Alfred North Whitehead:
“Human knowledge is a process of approximation. In the focus of experience,
there is comparative clarity. But the discrimination of this clarity leads into the
penumbral background. There are always questions left over. The problem is
to discriminate exactly what we know vaguely.”
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Logical Issues
1. Montague declared that NL semantics is formal:
“There is in my opinion no important theoretical difference between natural
languages and the artificial languages of logicians; indeed, I consider it
possible to comprehend the syntax and semantics of both kinds of languages
within a single natural and mathematically precise theory.”

2. Frege, Russell, and Carnap believed in a sharp dichotomy:
“a task of philosophy [is] to break the power of words over the human mind, by
uncovering illusions that through the use of language often almost unavoidably
arise concerning the relations of concepts, by freeing thought from the taint of
ordinary linguistic means of expression.” Gottlob Frege

3. Peirce emphasized continuity:
“Symbols grow. They come into being by development out of other signs,
particularly from icons, or from mixed signs partaking of the nature of icons
and symbols.”

4. Wittgenstein moved from view #1 to a variant of #3:
“New types of language, new language-games, as we may say, come into
existence, and others become obsolete and get forgotten.”
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What is Language Understanding?
Understanding a text in some language does not require a
translation to a language of thought or logical form.
Instead, it requires an interpreter, human or robot, to relate
the text to his, her, or its context, knowledge, and goals:
●
●

●
●

That process changes the interpreter’s background knowledge.
But the kind of change depends critically on the context, goals,
and available knowledge.
No two interpreters understand a text in exactly the same way.
With different contexts, goals, or knowledge, the same interpreter
may understand a text in different ways.

The evidence of understanding is an appropriate response to
a text by an interpreter in a given situation.
If a robot responds appropriately to a command, does it
understand? What if it explains how and why it responded?
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Related Readings
Future directions for semantic systems,
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/futures.pdf
From existential graphs to conceptual graphs,
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/eg2cg.pdf
Role of Logic and Ontology in Language and Reasoning,
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/rolelog.pdf
Fads and Fallacies About Logic,
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/fflogic.pdf
Conceptual Graphs for Representing Conceptual Structures,
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/cg4cs.pdf
Peirce’s tutorial on existential graphs,
http://www.jfsowa.com/pubs/egtut.pdf
ISO/IEC standard 24707 for Common Logic,
http://standards.iso.org/ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/c039175_ISO_IEC_24707_2007(E).zip
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